There has long been speculation in the scientific literature on how to dynamically enforce parametricity such as that yielded by System F. Almost 20 years ago, Sumii and Pierce proposed a formal compiler from System F into the cryptographic lambda calculus: an untyped lambda calculus extended with an idealised model of encryption. They conjectured that this compiler was fully abstract, i.e. that compiled terms are contextually equivalent if and only if the original terms were, a property that can be seen as a form of secure compilation. The conjecture has received attention in several other publications since then, but remains open to this day.
INTRODUCTION
System F is a widely influential type system, originally defined by Reynolds [1974] and Girard [1972] , featuring parametric polymorphism and an impredicative universe. Parametricity expresses the property that polymorphic functions in System F cannot behave differently when invoked at different types. It can be formalised as an (often relational) property that all inhabitants of a type 38:2 Dominique Devriese, Marco Patrignani, and Frank Piessens automatically satisfy [Reynolds 1983; Wadler 1989] . Such properties are automatically satisfied for any function without the need to verify their code. A typical example is the fact that any value of type ∀X. X → X must behave as the identity function (or possibly diverge in a non-terminating variant of System F).
The topic of this paper is the interaction of System F programs with programs in a weaker type-system. In such weaker systems, a System F component may receive values of a certain type from more weakly typed code. It is then not obvious that such values will satisfy the same properties as System F values, specifically parametricity. For example, if a System F component receives a function of type ∀X. X → X from a weakly-typed component, will it necessarily behave as the identity function (or diverge)?
It is already worth noting that the weaker type systems we consider are all non-terminating, and when interacting with them, the only properties that have a chance of being preserved, are those that hold in the presence of non-termination. This is the reason that the variant of System F that we consider is non-terminating, obtained by adding recursive types. We discuss in more detail why this is the right choice in Section 3.2.
We will look at the question of preserving properties of System F terms in two specific settings.
Secure compilation. The field of secure compilation studies high-level programming languages that are compiled to low-level target languages where they may interact with untrusted low-level components. The goal of secure compilation is to ensure that those low-level components can only interact with the compiled code in ways that high-level components can interact with the original code. This constitutes a powerful security property, as it effectively excludes a wide variety of low-level attacks like improper stack manipulation, breaking control flow guarantees, reading from or writing to private memory of other components, inspecting or modifying the implementation of a function etc.
Formally, security of a compiler has been mostly expressed as full abstraction: given two sourcelevel contextually equivalent programs, their target-level compilation are also contextually equivalent (and vice versa) [Abadi 1998 ]. Compiler full abstraction has been proven for compilers that rely on address-space layout randomisation [Abadi and Plotkin 2012; Jagadeesan et al. 2011] , or secure enclaves [Agten et al. 2012; Larmuseau et al. 2015 Larmuseau et al. , 2016 , tagged architectures [Juglaret et al. 2016 [Juglaret et al. , 2015 , JavaScript [Fournet et al. 2013] , typed closure conversion [Ahmed and Blume 2008] , cryptographic primitives [Abadi et al. , 1999 [Abadi et al. , 2000 Bugliesi and Giunti 2007] etc.
In a paper from the year 2000, Pierce and Sumii [2000] proposed a compiler from System F to a cryptographic lambda calculus, which enforces parametricity using a form of idealised encryption primitives (sealing) called lambda-seal (λ σ ). They conjectured that this compiler was fully abstract, a conjecture that has received further research attention, but remains open to this day [Siek and Wadler 2016; Sumii and Pierce 2004] .
Gradual typing. A second field where System F components interact with untyped code is gradual typing. In order to allow programmers to incrementally port large, untyped code bases to a typed programming language, gradual programming languages allow for typed and untyped code to interact. Such languages generally strive to preserve the benefits of the statically-typed components of an application, even when interacting with untyped components. Such benefits include performance benefits, absence of type errors but also benefits in terms of reasoning. While the literature mentions several ways to formalise the former two properties, the latter has received less attention.
A natural way to formally express that a gradual language preserves the typed language's reasoning principles is to reuse the same notion of fully abstract compilation that we mentioned above. Specifically, if the embedding of the typed language into the gradual language is fully abstract, then similarly to secure compilation, this expresses that untyped code can only interact with typed code in ways that are also possible using just typed code.
Also in the field of gradual typing, System F's parametric polymorphism presents a formidable challenge. The observation that sealing could be useful to combine parametric polymorphism with dynamic typing was already made by Pierce and Sumii [2000] . This idea was further developed with the definition of a gradually-typed language based on this idea [Ahmed et al. 2011c; Matthews and Ahmed 2008] , the addition of blame in the polymorphic blame calculus [Ahmed et al. 2011a] , further developed by Igarashi et al. [2017] and Ahmed et al. [2017] . Ahmed et al. also prove a form of parametricity in the polymorphic blame calculus, but their formulation is rather different than existing ones (e.g. ; Reynolds [1983] ) because of its use of Kripke worlds to capture the interpretation of generated runtime types. As such, it remains unclear how this notion of parametricity is related to existing ones and whether the polymorphic blame calculus preserves all System F reasoning, particularly its contextual equivalences (i.e. whether it embeds System F in a fully abstract way).
Two questions, one answer. In this paper, we solve both open problems, answering the questions negatively. We prove that Sumii and Pierce's compiler is not fully abstract and we show the same for the embedding of System F into the polymorphic blame calculus (i.e. equivalences are not preserved under the embedding).
Our counterexamples are essentially based on the observation that System F parametricity forbids the existence of a universal type: a type which any other type can be embedded into and extracted from. 1 More precisely, consider the following type:
Univ can be read as expressing the existence of a universal type: a type Y such that for any other type X, there is a mapping from X into Y and vice versa. In a non-terminating variant of System F, there exist inhabitants of Univ, but we prove that they are all degenerate in the sense that mapping a value into the universal type and back must necessarily diverge.
However, Sumii and Pierce's compiler fails to enforce this degeneracy of Univ. In fact, their target language really does contain a universal type: since it is untyped we can think about it as being "uni-typed", citing Dana Scott [Statman 1991] . As a consequence, their conjecture is false, as we will formally show by constructing two System F terms t d and t u whose contextual equivalence relies on the degeneracy of Univ. We can then falsify Sumii and Pierce's conjecture by showing that these two terms are mapped to non-equivalent terms by their proposed compiler.
In the field of gradual typing, we demonstrate that existing polymorphic blame calculi also break the degeneracy of Univ. Like Sumii and Pierce's target language, they also provide a universal type: the type of untyped values ⋆, common to most gradual languages (also often indicated as ?). Exploiting the existence of this type, we demonstrate that the polymorphic blame calculus does not embed System F in a fully abstract way and as a result, they do not preserve System F's parametricity.
Finally, we discuss a number of consequences and perspectives that follow from our results. First, we discuss some thoughts on how Sumii and Pierce's compiler might be fixed (so that it does enforce full abstraction), and what could be modified in the polymorphic blame calculus to make it 1 Note that by this definition, the term universal type is broader than Abadi's dynamic type [Abadi et al. 1991] or Siek and Taha's gradual type [Siek and Taha 2006] : the former includes any type that arbitrary values can be embedded into and extracted from, while the latter are specific primitive types, specifically intended for representing untyped values in a typed language.
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Dominique Devriese, Marco Patrignani, and Frank Piessens preserve all of System F's contextual equivalences. However, in neither case there appears to be a panacea solution: potential fixes all seem to come with certain downsides. Because of this, we also discuss whether we should not instead adjust our expectations and find a way to formalise the guarantees that we do get from both Sumii and Pierce's compiler and the polymorphic blame calculus. This exercise allows us to shed some new light on recent results from the literature.
Outline. We start our discussion in Section 2 by repeating the definition of System F and presenting the terms t u and t d . We prove they are contextually equivalent from the degeneracy of System F, relying on an existing formalisation of System F's parametricity ]. Next, we disprove Sumii and Pierce's conjecture in Section 3 by explaining their compiler and how it treats t d and t u and fails to preserve their equivalence. In Section 4, we turn to gradual typing, introducing polymorphic blame calculi and demonstrating how t u and t d 's contextual equivalence is also lost in the presence of these calculi's universal type. Finally, we discuss perspectives and consequences of our results in Section 5, related work in Section 6 and we conclude in Section 7. For space constraints we omit most proofs and formalisation, which can be found in the supplementary material.
To make the distinction between source and target language visually apparent, we typeset elements of System F in a blue, bold font, elements of λ σ in a red, sans-serif font and elements of the blame calculus in an orange, italic font.
SYSTEM F AND THE TYPE Univ
Let us first consider System F itself, its parametricity and our claim that parametricity excludes the existence of a universal type.
The Source Language λ
F Figure 1 presents the variant of System F that we will be using in this paper, which we indicate with λ F . In addition to standard polymorphic functions (∀X. τ ) and existential packages (∃X. τ ), the variant includes recursive types µX. τ (so there are no termination guarantees), as well as Unit and Bool and product τ 1 × τ 2 types. In the figure, we present terms t, values v and types τ . We show the most important typing rules ∆; Γ ⊢ t : τ in terms of term and type variable contexts Γ and ∆ (but we omit context and type well-formedness judgements ∆; Γ ⊢ ⋄ and ∆ ⊢ τ ). Finally, we define call-by-value evaluation rules in terms of evaluation contexts E. Program contexts C are defined as terms with exactly one subterm replaced by a hole [·] . An omitted well-typedness judgement for program contexts C : ∆; Γ; τ → ∆ ′ ; Γ ′ ; τ ′ guarantees that plugging a well-typed term ∆; Γ ⊢ t : τ in the hole produces a well-typed result term
Definition 2.1 (λ F Contextual equivalence). For two terms t 1 , t 2 that have the same type τ in the same context ∆; Γ, we define that they are contextually equivalent (∆; Γ ⊢ t 1 ≃ ctx t 2 : τ ) iff for all C such that ⊢ C : ∆; Γ, τ → ∅; ∅, τ ′ , we have that
Parametricity
The main information hiding mechanism in λ F is parametric polymorphism: the representation type of an existentially quantified package is invisible outside the package, and hence clients of the package cannot depend on that representation type.
Example 2.2 (Z n implementation in λ F ). We could for instance represent the type Z n of integers modulo n as a tuple ⟨⟨zero, succ⟩, zero?⟩ of type ∃X. (X × (X → X)) × (X → Bool), and then either Syntax:
Typing rules (excerpt): implement this type as a k-tuple of booleans, or by means of a type of natural numbers defined using recursive types. Dually, the type system ensures that code cannot depend on parameters of universally quantified types, for instance the only thing a function of type ∀X. X × X → X can do is return one of its two arguments or diverge.
Reynolds formalised parametricity in the form of a theorem that all λ F terms of a certain type satisfy a property that can be derived from their type [Reynolds 1983 ]. For example, if we assume a value f of type ∀X. X → X, then parametricity states that for any closed types τ 1 , τ 2 , any relation R between values of types τ 1 and τ 2 , and any two closed values v 1 , v 2 of type τ 1 and τ 2 respectively, if (v 1 , v 1 ) is in R, then f τ 1 v 1 and f τ 2 v 2 will either both diverge or reduce to values
The relational property is derived from the type using what is known as a logical relation. 2 For this paper, it is not necessary to understand how this works, so we refer the interested reader to other articles that explain this well Wadler 1989 ].
The Type Univ
A central role in this paper is reserved for the type Univ:
The type can be read as stating the existence of a universal type Y: a type that all other types can be embedded into and extracted from.
In our non-terminating variant of λ F , Univ is clearly inhabited, for example by this value:
pack ⟨Unit, ΛX. ⟨λ_ : X. unit, λ_ : Unit. ω X ⟩⟩ as Univ
Note that we write ω X for a diverging term of type X, which can be constructed in the standard way using recursive types. However, this value is degenerate in the sense that injecting a value into the packaged Y and extracting it again diverges. A crucial observation for this paper is that all values of type Univ are degenerate in this sense. Intuitively, this is because a single type Y needs to be chosen, independently of the types X that will be embedded into it. Because nothing is known upfront about these Xs and nothing can be learnt about them after invocation (because X must be treated parametrically), no viable choice for Y can be made. 3 To understand more formally how the degeneracy of Univ follows from parametricity, it is instructive to consider the same type in a simpler setting. Let us consider the following lemma, in a terminating variant of λ F , which has universal and existential types, the unit type but no recursive types. We indicate the terminating variant of λ F as λ 
In Lemma 2.3, we assume some value v of type Univ. Additionally, we avoid formulating a general parametricity result for this calculus but instead just postulate that v satisfies its unary parametricity property (assuming a set semantics for closed types · ). The lemma claims that these two assumptions lead to a contradiction, so that (if we believe unary parametricity), we can conclude that Univ is empty.
To prove this lemma, we use the same trick as we do in the more complex proof of degeneracy of Univ in λ F : we get a single P Y , but we instantiate P X twice with two different predicates:
Proof.
• Take τ X = Unit, P X = {unit} and v X = unit ∈ P X . The property above gives us a
• Now take τ X = Unit, P ′ X = ∅ and take v Y to be the v ′ Y ∈ P Y from the previous point. The property above gives us a v ′ X such that
Essentially, this proof exploits the intuitive argument that we outlined above: a value of type Univ needs to provide a single interpretation for the existentially quantified Y that must not depend on the choice of X. However, rather than applying this argument to the choice of types τ Y and τ X , it exploits parametricity by applying the argument to the choice of predicate interpretations P Y and P X .
Two Contextually Equivalent Terms
This degeneracy of Univ implies the contextual equivalence of the following two terms of type Univ → Unit.
The reason that t u and t ′ d are contextually equivalent is that both will diverge when applied to any argument of type Univ. For t u , this follows from the degeneracy of the type Univ, as discussed above, while for t ′ d , the term ω Unit in the body ensures divergence. Note that the degeneracy of Univ is essential: if the context were able to produce a non-degenerate value of type Univ, then t u would not diverge when applied to it, so that the context could distinguish t u from t ′ d . For technical reasons, our proofs will not actually use the term t ′ d but rather the following term t d , which first uses the value of type Univ in the same way as t u , but then diverges afterwards.
The only reason we do this is because it is easier to prove that t u ≃ ctx t d than to do the same for t ′
d
(it seems like a proof for t ′ d would require both a unary and binary logical relation). We now have the following theorem. A full proof of this result can be found in the technical appendix 4 , but we provide an overview here. Theorem 2.4 (t u and t d are contextually eqivalent in λ
Proof Sketch. This proof uses a pre-existing formulation of parametricity for λ F by Dreyer et al.
[2009]. The proof essentially applies the same idea as the above proof for Lemma 2.3: we use parametricity for the argument of type Univ, from which we obtain a single relational interpretation for the existentially quantified type Y. We can then use parametricity with two different relational interpretations for the universally quantified type X, and we end up with two terms related in the expression relation for an empty relation. From this, we can conclude that both must diverge. 2
DISPROVING THE SUMII-PIERCE CONJECTURE
The first technical result of this paper is that we disprove a conjecture by Pierce and Sumii [2000] about the dynamic enforcement of parametricity in a cryptographic calculus. Sumii and Pierce's conjecture is about a compiler from λ F to an untyped lambda calculus with sealing (idealised encryption) called λ σ . In this section, we first introduce the target language λ σ (Section 3.1) and the compiler from λ F to λ σ (Section 3.2). We then prove that the compiler is not fully-abstract: there exist two terms that are contextually-equivalent in λ F but whose compilation is inequivalent in λ σ (Section 3.3).
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Evaluation rules (excerpt): Remark. Sumii and Pierce have presented both a typed [Pierce and Sumii 2000] as well as an untyped [Sumii and Pierce 2004] version of λ σ . We use the untyped version because it is quite a bit simpler. 5 However, the typed version suffers from the same problem, as we show in detail in the technical report. Essentially, both settings break degeneracy of Univ because they feature a universal type: the unitype of all values in the untyped target language and the type bits of ciphertexts produced by encryption (sealing) in the typed target language. Figure 2 ) is an untyped λ-calculus, extended with sealing, which models a dynamic protection mechanism such as (idealized) symmetric encryption [Sumii and Pierce 2004] . Most syntactic constructs are standard for an untyped λ-calculus. The term wrong models runtime errors and is a stuck term. Sealing introduces four new syntactic constructs in the calculus: ν x.t creates a fresh seal (symmetric encryption key) and then evaluates t with x bound to the newly created seal. There is no surface syntax for seals, but the internal syntax σ represents run-time seal values created with ν x.t. The construct {t 1 } t 2 first evaluates t 1 and t 2 to values v 1 and v 2 and then creates the sealed value {v 1 } v 2 (or leads to a run-time error if v 2 is not a seal). One can think of such a sealed value as v 1 encrypted under v 2 . The final construct let {x} t 1 = t 2 in t 3 else t 4 is for unsealing or decrypting. It first evaluates t 1 to a seal σ 1 and t 2 to {v 2 } σ 2 (or produces a run-time error if either result is not of that form). If σ 1 and σ 2 are equal, t 3 is evaluated with x bound to the decrypted value v 2 , otherwise t 4 is evaluated.
The Cryptographic Lambda Calculus
Program contexts in λ σ are defined as for λ F and are denoted with C. Contextual equivalence in λ σ , indicated with ≃ ctx is defined analogously to Definition 2.1. Note that the quantified contexts are not allowed to contain literal seals (as they are internal syntax), but they are allowed to allocate and use fresh seals of their own. Sealing is the main information hiding mechanism in λ σ : by creating a new seal σ and making sure it does not leak to the context, a term can create values {v} σ that are opaque to the context. Pierce and Sumii [2000] explain how one can use this information hiding mechanism to implement a protection similar to that offered by parametric polymorphism. For instance, the following implementation of Z 3 from Example 2.2 in terms of pairs of booleans, uses sealing to protect the abstraction.
Example 3.1 (Z 3 in λ σ ). First, we introduce two helper functions:
Then, we can define a λ σ correspondent of z3 as: 
p).2 then false else true
Whenever values of the abstract type leave the scope of the abstract type definition, they are encrypted, and when they are passed back in they are decrypted before use. Intuitively, one can see that this protects against a context looking into or tampering with representation values, similarly to the protection offered by type checking of parametric polymorphism.
Also the protection required for the dual case, where a term calls a universally quantified function provided by the context, can be implemented in λ σ . Consider for instance the λ F term:
if f Bool ⟨true, true⟩ then true else false
The polymorphic function f that will be passed in by the context, can only return one of its arguments (or diverge), and hence the invocation in the term above will necessarily return true (or diverge). We can implement a similar protection in λ σ . To enforce parametric behavior of a polymorphic function received from the context, we create a new seal for every invocation, and we encrypt all parameters of the quantified type with that seal. For instance, the term above could be implemented in λ σ as follows:
λf. if ν s.unseal s (f ⟨seal s true, seal s true⟩) then true else false
Before calling f, its arguments are encrypted with a new seal, and the return value gets decrypted with that seal, hence all that f can do is either return one of its arguments or diverge (doing anything else would lead to a run-time error). Again, this gives us a dynamic guarantee that a function has to treat its arguments opaquely, where parametric polymorphism gives us this guarantee statically by type checking. This technique of dynamically protecting values with appropriately scoped seals is the essence of the idea behind Sumii and Pierce's compiler for λ F .
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Sumii and Pierce's Compiler
The compiler · λ F λ σ first performs standard type erasure (function erase(·)) and then wraps it with a dynamic check (protect η;τ ) that will insert dynamic applications of sealing and unsealing:
Note that we restrict the compiler to closed terms here. Lifting this limitation is quite straightforward, as presented by Devriese et al. [2017] .
We now present these steps and discuss their meaning. These definitions are taken from Sumii and Pierce [2004] , except that we add support for recursive types (see below), and that we make some notational changes and some minor technical changes.
Type erasure. This pass is mostly straightforward, the only non-trivial aspect is how to deal with the quantified types. Type abstraction and application are erased to a dummy lambda abstraction and an application to a unit parameter, and unpacking is erased to a let-binding. 6
Dynamic wrappers. The second phase of the compiler wraps compiled terms with dynamic wrappers. These are formalised as the function protect η;τ , which is defined in Figure 3 , together with its dual confine η;τ by mutual induction on τ . We use the names protect and confine (following ) to refer to the wrappers that Sumii and Pierce call E + and E − respectively [Sumii and Pierce 2004] .
Intuitively, applying protect η;τ to a value v ensures that v cannot be used in ways that are not allowed by type τ . Dually, applying confine η;τ to a value v prevents v from behaving in a way that is not allowed by type τ . For any free type variables X in τ , η tells us how to protect/confine values of type X. Concretely, η(X) = (t p , t c ) where t p and t c are untyped terms that should be applied to protect/confine (respectively) values of type X. Formally, η has the following syntax:
For defining protect ; and confine ; we rely on the following seal σ and unseal σ functions, which seal and unseal values with a given seal σ .
Protecting at a function type confines the argument and protects the result with the same polarity, and similarly for confining at a function type. Confining at ground type inserts a dynamic check that the confined value is indeed of the expected type (unit or true/false). If any of these checks fail, the term reduces to wrong. Protecting at a ground type does nothing, because there is no way for the context to use such values that is not allowed by the type.
Protecting at type ∀X. τ does nothing but forward the dummy unit application and recursively protect at type τ . This is because there is nothing to protect: intuitively, the context cannot use a term of type ∀X. τ in a way that is not allowed by the type. Similarly, confining at an existential type ∃X. τ just recurses over type τ without doing anything special for values of type X, because there is intuitively no way for a value of type ∃X. τ to behave that is not allowed by the type.
Finally, when protecting a term of type ∃X. τ , we want to make sure that the context treats the type X opaquely, so values of type X are sealed (encrypted) with a fresh seal σ . Similarly, confining at type ∀X. τ generates a fresh seal for every invocation to protect values of type X with. This is the idea we have explained before in Section 3.1. Applying the compiler to z3 from Example 3.1 results in the λ σ term z3 from Example 2.2 (modulo some additional β-reductions).
Technical remark. Sumii and Pierce's conjectured compiler for untyped λ σ already had a technical flaw, albeit unrelated to parametricity. In fact, they had a terminating source language λ F ⇓ and an untyped -thus possibly diverging -target language. With this discrepancy it is impossible to build a fully-abstract compiler for a simple reason. Consider these two terms, which are equivalent in λ
Their compilation to λ σ should intuitively be (modulo protect ; , which we elide for simplicity):
However, a target context can distinguish them by passing them a term that once applied, diverges:
Dealing with recursive types. We avoid this problem by extending the compiler to the recursive types that we have in our non-terminating version of λ F . Essentially, for recursive types µX. τ , protect and confine can naturally be defined as a mutually recursive pair of functions, i.e. recursively in terms of themselves and each other. The definition in Fig. 3 achieves this using a fix 2 function, which constructs the fixpoint of a function mapping a pair of functions to a pair of functions.
We don't go into detail for this, but we can define fix 2 as follows, using a definition of Plotkin's Z combinator 7 as fix: fix def = λf.(λx. f (λy. x x y)) (λx. f (λy. x x y)) (1)
It is worth noting at this point that recursive types are not essential for our counterexample. In fact, instead of recursive types, we could just as well have added a fixpoint primitive to make System F non-terminating and our counterexample would continue to apply without modification. 
Disproving the Sumii-Pierce Conjecture
To understand the role of this context, recall that the contextual equivalence of t u and t d relies on the degeneracy of type Univ. The context C breaks this assumption by invoking the terms with a non-degenerate value of type Univ, which is constructed by using the unitype of all untyped values as a universal type. By unfolding definitions and executing the operational semantics, it is easy to check that we get the following behavior.
We spell out the reductions in full detail in the technical appendix. From this behavior, it follows immediately that the terms are not contextually equivalent. 2
We can thus prove that Sumii and Pierce's conjecture is false as follows. 
Proof. Follows easily from Theorem 2.4 and the counterexample in Theorem 3.3. □
The problem is in the easy case. It is worth noticing that most of the work in Sumii and Pierce's compiler (see Fig. 3 ) is in enforcing that existentially quantified types passed to the context are treated opaquely and, dually, that polymorphic functions received from the context are forced to treat their argument type opaquely. However, it is not in these cases that the counterexample highlights a problem.
Instead, it goes wrong in the cases where we receive an existential type from the context (and dually when we pass a polymorphic function to the context). For these seemingly simple cases, the dynamic wrappers from Fig. 3 do not perform any specific kind of enforcement (except for recursing on their body type). However, it is there that our counterexample uncovers a problem: the value that it provides as a value of Univ = ∃Y. ∀X. (X → Y) × (Y → X) does not correspond to any legal choice of Y, but the dynamic type wrappers have no way to detect this. In fact, an alternative way to understand what goes wrong is that the value λ_. ⟨λx. x, λx. x⟩ provided by the context, behaves as if it can choose Y equal to X. However, this is not possible in λ F because X is not in scope at the moment when Y needs to be chosen. In other words, what seems to be missing in Sumii and Pierce's dynamic enforcement is an enforcement of the type variable scope of existentially quantified types. To see this, consider the following type Triv, which is identical to Univ, except for the order of the quantifiers:
Even though the type Triv is more liberal, as it allows to instantiate Y with X, the wrappers of Fig. 3 treat the types essentially the same. From this perspective, it is no surprise that the value λ_. ⟨λx. x, λx. x⟩ is accepted as a value of type Univ, because it does in fact correspond to a legal λ 
SYSTEM F EQUIVALENCES VS. GRADUAL TYPES
The second technical result in this paper is related to parametric polymorphism in gradually-typed languages. As explained in the introduction, gradually-typed languages provide a path for migrating codebases of untyped code to typed code. From this high-level idea, a number of natural design goals follow and the literature contains a number of correctness properties that formally express these objectives. First, gradual languages are intended to preserve the semantics of existing typed and untyped code. Additionally, turning untyped programs into typed ones by adding correct (!) type signatures should not modify the semantics of programs. Without going into detail (because it is not relevant for our discussion), Siek et al. [2015] formalise these objectives as a number of formal criteria for gradually-typed languages.
Another high-level design goal of gradually-typed languages is that the typed components continue to enjoy the benefits of well-typedness in the presence of untyped other components. have proposed the Blame Theorem that expresses this property when it comes to one such benefit: the absence of type errors at runtime. Gradual languages rely on dynamic casts (which can fail at runtime) to coerce untyped values into typed ones. Wadler and Findler add a notion of blame, which is essentially a way to identify the type cast that caused a runtime type error. The Blame Theorem then expresses that well-typed components are never to blame for such failures, i.e. the property that well-typed components never cause runtime type errors remains valid in the gradual language.
For our purposes, we are interested in another benefit of well-typedness that has received less attention in the literature on gradual types: the benefits that well-typedness provides in terms of 38:14 Dominique Devriese, Marco Patrignani, and Frank Piessens Syntax:
Compatibility labels p ::= l | ¬l Fig. 4 . The polymorphic blame calculus [Ahmed et al. 2017] . Note: we have adapted notations, added the Unit type and removed the int type to align more closely with other calculi in this paper.
reasoning. Many type systems allow us to deduce properties of components from their types, for example, the function λx : Unit. x is easily seen to be equivalent to λx : Unit. unit, based on their types. System F parametricity similarly allows us to deduce properties from programs' types. It is natural to wonder whether gradual type systems preserve the validity of such reasoning in the original typed language. For this paper, specifically, we are interested in the question whether contextual equivalences between typed terms continue to hold when these terms are considered in the gradual language. Formally, there is an embedding of λ F terms t into λ B terms that we will denote as ⌊t⌋. The question then becomes: if t 1 ≃ ctx t 2 , do we have that ⌊t 1 ⌋ ≃ ctx ⌊t 2 ⌋, or, in other words, is the embedding of the typed language into the gradual language fully abstract? In this section, we answer this question negatively for the polymorphic blame calculus, which extends System F into a gradually typed language. We first present Ahmed et al.'s λ B , a graduallytyped, polymorphic lambda-calculus (Section 4.1). Next, we reconsider t u and t d from Theorem 2.4 in λ B and present a λ B context that differentiates them (Section 4.2). This shows that the embedding of λ F into λ B is not fully abstract.
The λ B Calculus [Ahmed et al. 2017]
There exist several versions of the polymorphic blame calculus in the literature [Ahmed et al. 2017 [Ahmed et al. , 2011a Igarashi et al. 2017] . We take λ B to be the polymorphic blame calculus as described by Ahmed et al. [2017] . This version modifies certain behavior that was "topsy turvy" in the original version [Ahmed et al. 2011a ]: a peculiar operational semantics that performs evaluation under type and value abstractions and an ad hoc postponing of run-time type generation in certain situations. The syntax of λ B is presented in Fig. 4 . The calculus contains all terms and types of λ F except for existentials. However, we can use a standard encoding of existentials in terms of universals as follows [Pierce 2002, §24.3, pp. 377-379] : 
Casts (t : τ p = ⇒ τ ′ ) represent a form of dynamic casts from τ to τ ′ that can potentially fail at runtime (in which case blame p is raised). Casts can be used to inject types τ into the universal type ⋆ and also to extract those types out of ⋆ again. More generally, they can be used to convert between any types τ and τ ′ that satisfy a compatibility judgement Σ; ∆ ⊢ τ ≺ τ ′ , but we omit details for this because they are not relevant for our discussion. As part of the design that solves certain topsy-turvy aspects of the operational semantics in previous versions, λ B carefully defines some casts as values: those where the term being cast is a value and the cast is either (1) between function types, (2) towards a polymorphic function type or (3) from a ground type γ into ⋆. Polymorphic function application in λ B does not use type substitution like in System F, but uses a notion of runtime type generation instead. Full details are not relevant for our discussion, but essentially, a polymorphic function application (ΛX . λx : X . x) Unit does not reduce to λx : Unit. x but to λx : α . x for a fresh runtime type label α, where the assignment α := Unit is remembered in a type-name store Σ. Conversions (t : τ ϕ = ⇒ τ ′ ) represent a notion of static casts for converting between such a runtime type label α and the type that is assigned to it in the store Σ. More generally, a convertibility judgement Σ; ∆ ⊢ τ ≺ ϕ τ ′ defines when τ can be legally converted into τ ′ by expanding (+α ∈ ϕ) or reducing (−α ∈ ϕ) runtime type labels' definitions.
Embedding of λ F into λ B is not Fully Abstract
To embed λ F (defined in Section 2.1) into λ B , most constructs can simply be mapped to the corresponding construct in λ B . However, there is a discrepancy between type abstractions in λ B and λ F .
The difference is that λ B uses value polymorphism: the bodies of type abstractions are required to be values. This choice has some desirable consequences, particularly that type abstractions and applications can be removed entirely during type erasure. The difference is essentially orthogonal to the topics of this paper, but we are unable to standardise on using value polymorphism or not, because we use the logical relation by and the polymorphic blame calculus defined by Ahmed et al. [2017] , which make different choices and would both be non-trivial to modify. Therefore, we embed polymorphic functions from λ F into λ B by introducing a form of thunking for polymorphic functions: the type ∀X. τ is mapped to ⌊∀X. τ ⌋ def = ∀X . Unit → ⌊τ ⌋ and type abstractions ΛX. t are mapped to ⌊ΛX. t⌋ def = ΛX . λ_. ⌊t⌋.
Our two contextually equivalent System F terms t u and t d embed into λ B as ⌊t u ⌋ and ⌊t d ⌋. In this section, we show that they do not remain contextually equivalent, showing that the embedding is not fully abstract. Similarly to before, we can construct a λ B context C B that differentiates them. As before, the context simply applies the terms to a non-degenerate value of type Univ, which we can construct thanks to the existence of the universal type ⋆:
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The constructed Univ value simply takes ⋆ as the existentially quantified universal type and uses casts to implement the functions from an arbitrary X into ⋆ and back.
Theorem 4.1 (⌊t u ⌋ and
Proof. We have that C B ⌊t u ⌋ → * unit while C B ⌊t d ⌋ ⇑. We have verified this on paper and using the interpreter provided by Jamner and Siek to support Ahmed et al. [2017] 's results. 8 9 We provide the literal encoding of C B ⌊t u ⌋ and C B ⌊t d ⌋ for use in the interpreter in the technical appendix. □ Theorem 4.2 (Embedding λ F into λ B is not fully abstract). It is not true that
Proof. Follows directly from Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 2.4. □
DISCUSSION
So Sumii and Pierce's compiler is not fully abstract and the polymorphic blame calculus breaks contextual equivalences in System F. But what to conclude from this? Should we start looking for alternative ways to dynamically enforce parametricity or were we wrong to hope for these properties to hold in the first place? In this section we present some thoughts on the different possible options. First, it is interesting to investigate whether full abstraction could be recovered by fixing Sumii and Pierce's compiler or the polymorphic blame calculus. We discuss in the sections below some possible paths to explore, but we believe there are no straightforward solutions.
Second, another possible conclusion from our negative results is that full abstraction is perhaps too strong a property to aim for when doing secure compilation or gradual typing. We still think the Sumii-Pierce compiler is a useful secure compiler, even if it is not fully abstract. Hence we discuss how to weaken the requirements that full abstraction imposes on a translation from System F, by modifying System F in a way that weakens its contextual equivalences.
Fixing Sumii and Pierce's Compiler?
One of the attractive features of Sumii and Pierce's original conjecture is that it relies only on encryption (or at least, an idealised version of encryption in the form of seals). Because it required only encryption, this suggested that System F types could even be enforced as the contract for an untrusted adversary, running at the other end of a communication channel, on an untrusted computer. However, if we analyse the counterexample, this ambition of using just encryption seems hard to maintain.
Imagine that a compiled System F term (e.g. t u or t d ) is communicating with such an adversary over a communication channel and we want to enforce that the adversary respects the contract represented by System F type Univ. What happens is the following:
(1) The compiled term transmits the value unit of type Unit, encrypted as {unit} σ of type X that is kept opaque from the adversary. The seal σ represents a fresh cryptographic key that we take care not to disclose to the adversary. (2) The adversary replies with a value of the unknown type Y (chosen by the adversary). The actual value transmitted back in our counterexample, is simply the encrypted value {unit} σ received in step 1.
(3) The compiled term does not inspect the received value but simply transmits it back to the adversary as a value of type Y. (4) The adversary now takes the received value {unit} σ and sends it back as a value of type X. (5) The compiled term receives this value, decrypts it using the private cryptographic key σ and uses the result as a value of type Unit.
What goes wrong in the above communication is that the value {unit} σ sent back by the adversary in step 2 is essentially illegal. The adversary should have chosen a Y independently of X and values of such a type should intuitively not be able to contain values of type X (unless they are themselves packed in an existential package somehow). Let us try to think of what we could change in the communication protocol to enforce this.
In a pure cryptographic setting, we believe there is little hope to fix the compiler. To understand this, consider how, in the cryptography setting, the value {unit} σ , that we send to the adversary in step 1, simply represents a sequence of bits that is the result of some encryption algorithm applied to value unit. On the other hand, the value sent back by the adversary in step 2 is another sequence of bits that represents a value of an unknown type Y. We want to prevent this second value from somehow including the first value {unit} σ , but since the type Y is unknown and the adversary is running on an untrusted computer, there seems to be little the compiler can check. Any sequence of bits received from the adversary could in principle be a cleverly-encoded version of {unit} σ : they could have XORed the value with an arbitary other bitsequence and still be able to retrieve the original afterwards.
This (informal) argument suggests that the Sumii-Pierce compiler cannot be fixed in any way, as long as the target language contains only features that can be interpreted as a form of (idealised) cryptography. This would include the original sealing primitives (whatever way they are used), but also possible extensions that model a form of idealised signing (rather than encryption) (a track we were initially exploring).
To fix the compiler, it seems like we need to add some kind of feature that takes us beyond a pure-cryptography setting. We believe such a feature could take the form of a primitive that checks whether a value directly or indirectly contains values sealed with a certain seal. Such a primitive could perhaps allow to perform the required check on the value received from the adversary in step 2. Such a primitive does not correspond to a form of idealised encryption: noticing, for example, that a value like {{v} σ 1 } σ 2 contains a value sealed with σ 1 would break the cryptographic interpretation of λ σ , as it requires looking inside an encrypted value without access to the key (σ 2 ) and requires detecting, for example, arbitrarily XORed versions of a ciphertext. However, the primitive could still be implementable in non-cryptographic settings, like the hardware-enforced seals that are present in capability machines: a form of processor with native support for capabilities and sealing that has been developed recently [Watson et al. 2015] . Note that the attacker model in this setting is a bit different: we assume that the untrusted attacker is now running on trusted hardware.
Polymorphic Blame Calculus Without a Universal Type?
When it comes to the polymorphic blame calculus, it is the existence of the universal type ⋆ that breaks the fully abstract embedding of System F in our counterexample. So perhaps we should remove or modify the type ⋆ in order to solve the problem?
We believe it may not be needed to remove the type ⋆ entirely, but that we can instead replace it with a family of types ⋆ {X } , indexed by a set of type variablesX . The type ⋆X would only be legal (i.e. well-formed) when the type variablesX are in scope. For values whose type is a type variable X ′ , injection into ⋆X would only be legal if X ′ is in the setX .
For our counterexample, the effect would be that the context could no longer produce a nondegenerate value of type Univ, as there would no longer be a viable choice for Y. Any instance ⋆ {X } of the universal type we could choose, could not have X as part of {X }, as X is not yet in scope at the moment where Y needs to be produced. More generally, we conjecture that such a modified polymorphic blame calculus would embed System F in a fully abstract way.
An interesting question at this stage is whether this calculus would still adequately embed the untyped lambda calculus. Perhaps untyped code would be embeddable for any choice ofX ? Would such untyped code still be able to interact as we would like with typed code?
Adjusting our Expectations
The above suggested solutions seem to us like they might work, but they are not without downsides. The modified Sumii-Pierce compiler could no longer be used in a purely-cryptographic setting and the family of universal types ⋆ {X } would be harder to use than the original ⋆. As such, we might consider an alternative way to address the lack of full abstraction. We could also decide to simply adjust our expectations: perhaps preserving all System F equivalences is overly ambitious and we should find a way to eat what is on the table instead. Both in the case of Sumii and Pierce's compiler and the gradual lambda calculus, it seems like something non-trivial is being enforced, even though it is not the preservation of arbitrary System F contextual equivalences. A way to formalise this is to recover full abstraction by modifying the source language System F: weakening its contextual equivalences in order to make them easier to preserve.
In fact, our counterexample suggests a way to accomplish this: the problem is essentially that the type Univ is degenerate in System F, but not in the target language. So what if we modify System F to remove that degeneracy in the source language too? Specifically, what if we add a primitive type that all other types can be embedded into and extracted from? Interestingly, it seems like what we end up here is a simple version of the gradual type ⋆, together with injection and extraction functions.
Without working this out in more detail, we find it plausible that we can recover full abstraction with such a modification, both for Sumii and Pierce's compiler and the embedding into the polymorphic blame calculus. The question is if this is a direction we want to take: is such a modified version of System F a source language that programmers would want to work in? To answer this question, we need to understand better what sort of language we end up with. For example, does such a language still satisfy a form of parametricity?
A recent result shows that the answer to this last question is positive. Ahmed et al. [2017] formulate and prove a form of parametricity for the polymorphic blame calculus. Their formulation of parametricity uses a logical relation with a Kripke world that assigns a relational interpretation to a fresh runtime type label when it is first introduced. This resembles the assignment of an invariant to a freshly allocated reference in a logical relation for a language with mutable references (see e.g. ). Interestingly, this seemingly effectful formulation seems to preclude the trick that we have used in the proof of Theorem 2.4 of assigning two different relational interpretations to a single type variable: when the new runtime type label for the type application x ′ Unit (the subterm of t u ) is allocated, we need to choose a single relational interpretation for it and there seems to be no way to use two different ones instead. Intuitively, this suggests that the authors are allowing for the fresh runtime type label to play a global role in the application, rather than its role being restricted to the scope of the new type variable. This makes sense considering how a runtime type label can escape its scope when it is cast into the universal type ⋆. In such a setting, the degeneracy of Univ does not follow, but there still is a useful form of parametricity left, as Ahmed et al. demonstrate with some examples.
In other words, it appears that the degeneracy of type Univ does not follow from parametricity in general, but just from the particular kind of parametricity in typical formulations of System F and that Ahmed et al. have devised a weaker, alternative formulation that holds in a polymorphic blame calculus. Note that it must be weaker because it holds in a calculus where the type Univ is not degenerate, whereas the more standard formulation that we have used for System F implies this degeneracy. However, the weaker form of parametricity still implies useful results: Ahmed et al. prove free theorems for types ∀X . ∀Y . X → Y → X and ∀X . X × X → X × X .
RELATED WORK
System F and parametricity. Parametric polymorphism was first introduced 50 years ago as an informal concept by Strachey [2000] . A few years later, System F was independently discovered by Reynolds [1974] and Girard [1972] . Reynolds [1983] later formalised Strachey's informal concept of parametricity using a logical relation for System F, as explained in Example 2.2 and Wadler [1989] popularised the property using the slogan "Theorems for Free". The property was further developed by many different researchers over the years but for space reasons, we refer to Atkey et al. [2014] ; Wadler [2007] for an overview of related work.
Enforcing parametricity using dynamic sealing. Dynamic sealing/unsealing was (informally) proposed more than 40 years ago by Morris [1973a,b] as a way for dynamically enforcing type abstractions. Much later, Pierce and Sumii [2000] developed this idea into a compiler that uses sealing to enforce System F's parametricity and conjectured full abstraction of the proposed compiler. The target language in this work is a simply typed cryptographic λ-calculus. They already mention that the dynamic enforcement of parametricity may also be useful to combine parametric polymorphism and untyped languages, foreshadowing the work on parametrically polymorphic gradual type systems that we discuss next.
A few years later, the same authors report further on the simply typed cryptographic λ-calculus and construct a logical relation for proving contextual equivalences for it [Sumii and Pierce 2003 ]. Another year later, they report on a bisimulation that can be used to prove contextual equivalence in λ σ , which they originally constructed for proving the conjectured full abstraction [Sumii and Pierce 2004] . In this last paper, the compiler is presented for an untyped version of the cryptographic λ-calculus (as in this text), which renders it significantly simpler. Sealing was also used to enforce polymorphic contracts in PLT Scheme by Guha et al. [2007] . While technically similar, the assumptions in that work are somewhat different than in the above, as contracts are about protecting the context from misbehaving terms, while Sumii and Pierce's compiler protects trusted terms from a misbehaving context. Like other work discussed in this paper, Guha et al.'s polymorphic contracts fail to enforce the degeneracy of Univ, so if they satisfy a form of parametricity, it would have to be similar to Ahmed et al. [2017] in the sense that it does not imply this degeneracy.
Gradual typing. Gradual typing is a specific way of combining dynamic and static typing in a single language, intended to create a gradual migration path from untyped to typed codebases. Since it was originally proposed by Siek and Taha [2006] , gradual typing has received a lot of attention: gradual extensions have been constructed for many different type systems, the notion of blame was adapted from the world of contracts [Findler and Felleisen 2002] to track the origin of a dynamic cast failure , correctness criteria were studied [Siek et al. 2015] , the process of constructing a gradually-typed version of a pre-existing type system was to some extent automated [Cimini and Siek 2016; Garcia et al. 2016 ] and last but not least, the entire approach has also been declared dead because of severe performance issues [Takikawa et al. 2016] .
Gradual typing and parametric polymorphism. As an instance of a multi-language (as proposed by ), Matthews and Ahmed [2008] construct a language that can embed both Scheme (i.e. an untyped lambda calculus) and ML (i.e. a parametrically polymorphic typed lambda calculus) using a notion of dynamic casts from one to the other. They enforce parametric polymorphism using a notion of run-time type generation 10 and prove a parametricity result. An error in the proof was later corrected [Ahmed et al. 2011c] .
Next, Ahmed et al. [2011a present the first version of the polymorphic blame calculus, a gradually-typed extension of System F that includes a notion of blame. The authors prove a number of correctness results, but Perconti found an incorrectible error in one of the proofs later [Ahmed et al. 2011b ]. However, they do not consider parametricity or preservation of System F contextual equivalences (i.e. fully abstract embedding).
Very recently, Ahmed et al. [2017] present a new version of the polymorphic blame calculus rectifying certain "topsy-turvy" aspects of its operational semantics (see Section 4). Additionally, they prove a parametricity result for this calculus, which we have discussed from the perspective of our results in Section 5.3. Igarashi et al. [2017] also present a new version of the polymorphic blame calculus, as an internal runtime representation for System F G a new gradually-typed extension of System F. They make a more substantial change to the language by adding a distinction between static and gradual type variables. The former are used when embedding System F terms and they cannot be cast into or out of the gradual type ⋆. This prevents situations where a polymorphic type like ∀X . X → X is cast to ∀X . ⋆ → X which would cause sealing or unsealing positions to be forgotten, breaking certain correctness properties. The addition allows them to prove properties like the gradual guarantee, but it does not seem to prevent our counterexample to the fully abstract embedding of System F.
In an unpublished draft, Siek and Wadler [2016] study and interrelate three ways to achieve relational parametricity: universal types, runtime type generation and cryptographic sealing. They show translations from the polymorphic blame calculus from [Ahmed et al. 2017] into the cryptographic lambda calculus and back that they show to be simulations. They also study a calculus λ G , obtained by removing the universal type ⋆ and casts from the polymorphic blame calculus, but keeping runtime type generation. They show that embedding System F into λ G is also fully abstract. Both of these full abstraction results tally with our observations: both System F and λ G lack a universal type (making Univ degenerate) while both the polymorphic blame calculus and the cryptographic lambda calculus feature a universal type (making Univ non-degenerate). As such, the embedding of λ G into the polymorphic blame calculus will not be fully abstract, supplementing their results.
Non-parametric parametricity. In a related setting, Neis et al. [2009 Neis et al. [ , 2011 study a form of runtime type generation to protect parametrically polymorphic functions when interacting with code that can use a typecase primitive. They prove a parametricity result that applies to appropriately wrapped System F values. We suspect that our results may be adapted to this setting, as in such a non-parametrically polymorphic setting, the type ∀X . X could be used as a universal type (that every other type can be embedded into or out from).
Universal types. Universal types have been studied by Longley [2003] . Our observation and proof that System F's parametricity excludes a universal type is, to the best of our knowledge, novel.
